The ability to selectively and precisely control the temperature of fluid volumes ranging from a few microliters to sub-nanoliters in microfluidic networks is vital for a wide range of applications in micro total analysis systems (µTAS). In this work, we characterize and model the performance of a thin film microwave transmission line integrated with a microfluidic channel to heat fluids with relevant buffer salt concentrations over a wide range of frequencies. A microchannel fabricated in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is aligned with a thin film microwave transmission line in a coplanar waveguide (CPW) configuration. The electromagnetic fields localized in the gap between the signal and ground lines of the transmission line dielectrically heat the fluid in the selected region of the microchannel. Microwave S-parameter measurements and optical fluorescence-based temperature measurements are used with a theoretical model developed based on classical microwave absorption theory to fully characterize the temperature rise of the fluid. We observe a 0.95
Introduction
Rapid, selective and uniform heating of fluid volumes ranging from a few microliters to as low as a few nanoliters is vital for a wide range of microfluidic applications. For example, DNA amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is critically dependent on rapid and precise thermocycling of reagents at three different temperatures between 50
• C and 95
• C [1] . Another important and related application, temperature-induced cell lysis, necessitates fluid temperature in the vicinity of 94
• C [2] . Other potential applications of heating in a microchip format include organic/inorganic chemical synthesis, the investigation of reaction kinetics, and biological studies to name a few.
A number of conduction-based heating approaches have been reported for microfluidic systems that include embedded resistive heaters, peltier elements or joule heating under electroosmotic flow conditions [3] [4] [5] [6] . Generally speaking, these methods require physical contact between a fluid and a heated surface to transfer heat from that surface to the fluid. In microfluidic devices, when the fluid volumes approach nanoliters, heating rates will be potentially limited by the added thermal mass of the substrates used for heat transfer, and not by the fluid volume. The transfer of heat in such a manner can also result in the heating of large substrate areas creating spatial limitations for the integration of multiple analysis functions on a single substrate. Alternatively, Giordano et al have demonstrated the use of a tungsten lamp as an IR source for rapidly heating small volumes of solution in a microchip format [7] . Although fast cycling times have been attained, the task of multiplexing with this approach still remains a challenge.
Conversely, microwave dielectric heating is a fundamentally different approach because of its preferential heating capability and non-contact delivery of energy. It is based on direct volumetric delivery of heat, i.e., microwave energy can be delivered to the sample with no interference from the substrate material [8] . Enhanced thermocycling rates and reduced reaction times compared to conventional techniques can be achieved because of the inertialess nature of microwave heating [9] . Heating can also be made spatially selective by confining the electromagnetic fields to specific regions in the microfluidic network. Further, the dielectric properties of the fluid can also be exploited to deliver heat using signal frequency as a control parameter in addition to the power. The microwave power absorbed per unit volume in a dielectric material is given by P v = σ E 2 , where σ = 2πf ε o ε is the dielectric conductivity of the material, f is the frequency in hertz, ε o is a constant called the permittivity of free space, ε is the imaginary part of the complex permittivity of the material that depends on the frequency and temperature and E is the electric field strength in volts per meter within the material [8] . Interestingly, the conductivity of some electrolytes is relatively independent of ion concentration over a small region of microwave frequencies [10] . Therefore, such solutions can be heated with microwaves independently of their ionic strength. This characteristic of microwave dielectric heating is particularly advantageous when the salt concentration of the solution is not known a priori, as would be a common case.
The use of microwave heating has been demonstrated for a variety of applications including drug discovery [11] , PCR [12, 13] , isolation of DNA [14] and heating of biological cells [15] . However, macroscale microwave applicators have been utilized, which are potentially unsuitable for portable microfluidic devices. Recently, there has been much interest in integrating miniaturized microwave heating elements, in the form of transmission lines, with microfluidic channels for on-chip heating applications [16] . Sklavonous et al have presented thermocycling of water and PCR buffer solution in a microfluidic well designed to terminate microwave energy [17] . Even though the reported results provide strong foundation for further development of this technology, much work is required to make this technology commercially viable.
In this work, we characterize and model the performance of a thin film microwave transmission line integrated with an elastomeric microfluidic channel to heat fluids with differing salt concentrations over a wide range of frequencies. A coplanar waveguide (CPW) is a commonly used planar microwave transmission line. It has been integrated with a fluidic microchannel for on-chip dielectric permittivity and spectroscopy measurements [18, 19] . In this paper, we demonstrate the use of thin-film CPW for on-chip microwave heating of fluids in the microchannel. We perform two-port Figure 1 . Schematic of a cross-section of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission line integrated with a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchannel for microwave dielectric heating of fluids. The CPW conductors are 1.5 cm long; the single conductor is 140 µm wide and it is separated by a 25 µm gap on either side from 300 µm wide ground conductors. The microchannel consists of a trapezoidal cross section defined by a silicon template and it is 7 µm deep, 25 µm wide at the bottom and 3.62 mm long.
scattering (S) parameter measurements of the device when the microchannel is empty and filled with various fluids and use the results to characterize the absorption of the microwave power by the device as a function of frequency. The S-parameter data are also used to develop a first-order analytic model of the microwave power absorption in low reflectance, lossy transmission lines such as the one utilized in this work. From the model, we extract several parameters such as the microwave power absorbed by the fluid and by the CPW conductors and use them to evaluate the efficiency of this heating method for microfluidic applications. Finally, we measure the fluid temperature at various microwave frequencies using a fluorescence detection technique, and also perform a fit of the predicted temperature obtained using our model to the measured temperature and show that good agreement is found. 5 
Experimental details

Materials
Silicon wafers were obtained from Nova Electronic Materials, Ltd (Carrollton, TX). PDMS (Sylgard 184) and Pyrex R 7740 borosilicate glass wafers were obtained from Dow Corning (Midland, MI). PDMS was mixed and cured according to the manufacturer's specifications. Rhodamine B (laser grade) was purchased from Acros Organics USA (Morris Plains, NJ).
Device fabrication
A schematic of a cross-sectional view of the device fabricated in this study is shown in figure 1 . It consisted of a CPW integrated with an elastomeric microfluidic channel. The CPW was comprised of a 140 µm wide signal conductor separated by a 25 µm gap on either side from 300 µm wide ground conductors. The CPW conductors, 1.5 cm long, were formed by thermally evaporating Cr/Au (10 nm/500 nm) on a 0.5 mm thick glass wafer and using a standard lift-off metallization process. The microchannel was patterned into poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) by soft lithography [20] . It consisted of a trapezoidal cross section defined by a silicon template and was 7 µm deep, 25 µm wide at the bottom and 3.62 mm long. The microchannel was attached by contact adhesion on top of the CPW and approximately centered along the length of the CPW conductors. The microchannel was carefully aligned in the lateral direction over the CPW such that its bottom surface coincided with the separation between the signal conductor and one of the ground conductors (the region of high electric field strength).
Device characterization
Two types of measurements were taken to characterize the device: scattering (S) parameter and temperature. Precision air coplanar probes obtained from Cascade Microtech, Inc. (Moorestown, NJ) were used to convert from the coaxial geometry of the test set to the coplanar geometry used for the CPW transmission line. S-parameters relate the forward and reflected traveling waves in a transmission medium and can be used to understand the power flow as a function of frequency. We have used S-parameters in conjunction with the conservation of energy to model absorption of microwave power and to predict the fluid temperature based on the absorbed power. The predicted temperature was then fitted to the measured temperature to determine heating efficiency.
2.3.1.
S-parameter measurements. S-parameters, the transmission and reflection coefficients, of the device shown in figure 1 were obtained using an HP 8510C vector network analyzer connected to an HP 8517B S-parameter test set. An HP 83650B signal generator was used to source the microwave continuous wave (CW) signal. The measurements were calibrated using commonly used thru-reflect-line (TRL) calibration utilized for on-wafer characterization of CPWbased devices [21] . The experiments in this work were performed with deionized (DI) H 2 O and with fluids of two different salt concentrations: 0.9% NaCl solution and 3.5% NaCl solution.
Temperature measurements.
The fluid temperature was obtained by measuring the temperature dependent fluorescence intensity of a dilute fluorophore added to the fluid and comparing it to the calibrated fluorescence intensity at a known temperature according to the procedures previously published [22] . Specifically, an aqueous solution of 0.
carbonate buffer was used for making temperature measurements. The chemical properties of Rhodamine B have been studied extensively [23, 24] , and its temperaturesensitivity has been utilized in a variety of applications [25, 26] . Fluorescence imaging of the Rhodamine B solution in this work was performed using an inverted laser-induced fluorescence microscope equipped with a long working distance 20× objective, a mercury arc lamp, an appropriate filter set (excitation, 500-550 nm; emission, >565 nm) and a video camera. All temperature measurements were conducted on the stage of a microscope. A constant microwave power was applied at the input port of the CPW using a signal generator. Microwave power was terminated by connecting an HP 8485B power sensor at the output port of the CPW device while a HP 437B power meter connected to the power sensor was used to measure microwave power. The fluorescence intensity was calibrated using the following technique. A thinfilm resistor (8 nm Cr/260 nm Au) of an equivalent footprint (25 µm wide and 3.6 mm long) as the microfluidic channel was patterned on a glass substrate using photolithographic techniques. The microfluidic channel was then aligned on the top of the resistor and filled with an aqueous solution of Rhodamine B dye. The resistor was then heated using a dc power source (Keithley 2001) while the fluorescence intensity of the dye and the resistance of the resistor were recorded. The temperature coefficient of resistance, which had been determined empirically, was used to determine the temperature-intensity relationship.
Results and discussion
We performed two experiments to evaluate the performance of the CPW devices for heating in the microchannel environment: the first characterizes the frequency response of the device, which is also used to obtain absorption ratios of the devices with empty and fluid-filled microchannels, and the second measures fluid temperature at various microwave frequencies.
We have used the results obtained from the first experiment to derive a power absorption model to find the distribution of the incident microwave power in different absorbing structures of the device.
S-parameter measurements
The amplitude of the reflection coefficients (S 11 ) and transmission coefficients (S 21 ) from 0.3 GHz to 40 GHz for the device with an empty channel as well as for the fluid-filled channels are shown in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively. In comparison with the empty channel device, S 11 is reduced for the device with fluid-filled channel and it approaches that of an empty channel for frequencies above 10.5 GHz. The decrease in S 11 of the fluid-filled devices below 10.5 GHz which indicate good impedance matching conditions are apparently fortuitous. S 11 is also found to be almost independent of the ionic concentration of the fluid. The localized peak and trough features observed in S 11 are likely interference effects due to reflections at the probe-CPW interfaces and the CPW/air-CPW/fluid interfaces [19] . S 21 , as seen from figure 2(b), decreases with increasing frequency for the devices with both the empty and fluid-filled channels. We believe that the apparent low transmission coefficient of the empty-channel device is likely due to the smaller than optimum thickness of the CPW conductors (0.5 µm). The difference in S 21 between the empty and fluid-filled channels becomes more pronounced at higher frequencies (>5 GHz). S 21 of the fluidfilled devices is smaller compared to the empty-channel device due to the additional attenuation caused by the absorption of the microwave energy in the water. Figure 3 shows percent absorption ratios (the fraction of the incident power absorbed by the device) as a function of frequency for the devices with empty and fluid-filled microchannels. The absorption ratio, A, is calculated from the S-parameter data shown in figure 2 and using equation (1): where R (the reflection coefficient) = |S 11 |, T (the transmission coefficient) = |S 21 | and S ij (dB) = 10 log 10 |S ij |. It should be noted that the absorption ratio is dependent on the position of the microchannel over the length of the waveguide. In other words, S 21 would not be equal to S 12 and the device would function as a non-reciprocal two-port network unless the microchannel is precisely centered over the length of the waveguide. The absorption ratio obtained for the device with empty channel ( ) is due to ohmic dissipation in the thinfilm CPW, which can be modeled by an attenuation constant, α cpw , which corresponds to 2.86 dB cm −1 at 10 GHz. The attenuation constant of PDMS is assumed to be negligible because of the relatively low values of loss tangent (the ability of a material to convert stored electrical energy into heat) at microwave frequencies [27] . An increase in A observed with increasing frequency for the empty channel device ( ) is expected from the dependence of skin depth on frequency. The absorption ratio for the fluid filled devices (•, , and ) is greater for all frequencies measured in comparison with the empty channel device ( ), due to microwave absorption in water and also ionic absorption in the ionic solutions. The data also exhibit a dependence of A on ionic concentration at lower frequencies as would be expected due to ionic conductivity, while the data at higher frequencies show that A is approximately independent of ionic concentration, as would be expected due to dielectric conductivity. This trend is in agreement with theory [10] .
Power absorption model
It seems from figure 3 that the simplest approximation to the fraction of the incident microwave power absorbed in the fluid is the difference between the power absorbed by the full-channel and empty-channel devices (for the case of water-filled device, A H2O − A empty in figure 3) . However, the various microwave power absorption models described in [28] show that this simple approximation greatly underestimates the actual fraction absorbed in the fluid. In this work, we have chosen a simple model, alpha absorption model, to extract the fraction of the incident power absorbed in the fluid. This model is also used to differentiate microwave heating of the fluid from conductive heating due to ohmic heating of the CPW conductors. As shown in figure 4(a) , it is constructed by assuming that the PDMS completely covers the CPW and by partitioning the CPW into three regions: a center region that interacts with the fluid in the microchannel and two ends that have no microchannel over them. The lengths of each of the three regions are defined by the center region, z 2 , 0.36 cm long and two end regions, z 1 and z 3 , 0.57 cm long. The reflectance at the interface between the regions is assumed to be negligible, and the transmission coefficient, T, is modeled by equation (2):
The derivation of this equation is based on exponential attenuation of microwave power in the direction of propagation where the rate of decay with distance is described by the attenuation constant, α. Because of the presence of water in the center region, it should be noted that the attenuation due to water, α w , is added to the attenuation due to CPW, α cpw . Equation (2) is then used to derive α cpw and α w as follows. First, α cpw is derived for the empty channel device by setting α w equal to zero into equation (2) and substituting the measured values of T and R for the empty channel device. Next, this value of α cpw is substituted into equation (2) along with the measured values of T f and R f , which are T and R for the water filled device. The resulting equation is solved for α w , which is found to be 3.68 dB cm −1 at 10 GHz. The absorption ratio for the central region of the water filled channel, A 2 , is calculated as
Finally, the absorption ratios of the water, A w , and CPW conductors, A m2 , in the center region are calculated by A w = [α w /(α cpw + α w )]A 2 and A m2 = A 2 − A w , respectively. Equations (2) and (3) are first-order approximations. For impedance matched conditions, the equations show that A w is dependent on the position of the microchannel along the length of the CPW with a maximum occurring at the source end because the transmitted power attenuates exponentially along the transmission line. Further, A w decreases exponentially along the length of the microchannel. Therefore, there is a design tradeoff between the microchannel length, its position relative to the source and the frequency of operation to obtain a uniform temperature rise and efficient absorption of microwave power. Figure 4(b) shows the distribution of the incident microwave power in different absorbing structures of the deionized H 2 O filled device. It shows that A w increases with frequency in agreement with theory because the power absorbed by water per unit volume is proportional to f ε , as calculated from Franks [29] . It also shows that the absorption by the metal in the central region (A m2 ) competes with the absorption by the water (A w ). At low frequencies (< 3.5 GHz), A m2 is slightly higher than A w . The difference between the two becomes negligible as the frequency increases further, and A w starts to dominate as the frequency exceeds approximately 8 GHz. This can be explained by the differences in the attenuation constants. For instance, α w is 1.3 times as high as α cpw at 10 GHz. It can be observed from figure 4(b) that the fraction of the incident power absorbed by the CPW conductors, A m , is noticeably high over the entire frequency range measured. This results in the ohmic heating of the CPW conductors, which is also expected to contribute to the temperature rise of the fluid. However, based on the incident power absorbed by the CPW conductors in the center region, A m2 , a worst-case first order analytic calculation [30] of the contribution of the metal heating to water heating shows that the power dissipated in the CPW contributes less than 20% of the total heating observed in the microchannel.
Temperature measurements
The points ( ) in figure 5 show the fluid (aqueous solution of Rhodamine B) temperature measured at various microwave frequencies. The applied power was kept constant at 10 mW. The temperature was measured ∼250 ms after turning on the microwave power, which was approximated to be within 5% of quasi-thermal equilibrium. The error bars indicate the pooled standard deviation over all measurements for two instances at each frequency added with the estimated standard deviation (0.5
• C) of the room temperature (22.5
• C). The observed temperature rise was 0.88
• C mW −1 at 12 GHz and 0.95
• C mW −1 at 15 GHz. The temperature can also be calculated from the energy absorbed in the water during the heating period dt using equation (4):
where ρ and C p are the density and heat capacity of water, respectively, at appropriate temperature, I is the incident microwave power, A w is the fraction of the incident power absorbed in the water as shown in figure 4 (b), and V is the volume of water in the microchannel. K e is the channelheating efficiency, which is defined as the fraction of energy absorbed in the water during the time dt that remains in the water. The rest of the energy absorbed in the water during the time dt is conducted into the substrate. The value of K e cannot be easily obtained from the geometry and thermal properties of the channel and substrate due to the unknown contact thermal resistance (Kapitza resistance) between the water and the hydrophobic surface of the substrate [31] . Rather than attempt to calculate the value of K e , it was adjusted in a leastsquares fit of the predictions of equation (4) to the measured data points ( ) in figure 5 . The solid line in figure 5 indicates the predicted temperature calculated using A w obtained from figure 4 (alpha absorption model), and the dashed line indicates the predicted temperature calculated using A w obtained from the power difference model (A H2O − A empty ). It is clear from the results of fitting the predictions of the two different absorption models that the alpha absorption model provides a better fit to the measured data. Further, the heating efficiency obtained from the alpha absorption model indicates that only 5% of the total heat (time integral of the absorbed power) was stored in the fluid while the rest was lost to the surroundings (PDMS and glass). Because the ratio of stored heat to lost heat increases with decreasing heating time, it is possible to confine most of the heat to the fluid and heat it to a higher temperature by increasing the microwave power and decreasing the heating period simultaneously.
Conclusions
The ability to rapidly and selectively control temperature within a microchannel environment is crucial for many fluidic applications including high-efficiency PCR and temperature-induced cell lysis. In this paper, we have demonstrated localized microwave dielectric heating of fluids at micrometer scale geometry using an integrated planar microwave transmission line as a power source. The measured temperature is shown to increase with increasing frequency in agreement with theory. The device used in this study offers several advantages. It is simple, easy to use and fabricate. The planar structure of the transmission line used as a power source lends itself to easy integration with the microchannel and allows for optical interrogation of the microchannel with widely used fluorescence microscopy techniques. The performance of the CPW for heating could be substantially improved by applying high power pulses over shorter heating times, using a lower thermal diffusivity substrate than glass and increasing the gap width and thickness of the CPW conductors. We have developed a microwave power absorption model to understand power distribution through the device and to differentiate microwave heating of the fluid from conductive heating of the fluid because of microwave power absorption in thin-film CPW conductors. We have used this power absorption model to analyze the experimental data and demonstrated that the temperature rise of fluid is predominantly due to the absorbed microwave power. We believe this model can be useful for evaluating the performance of various complex and lossy transmission line configurations, such as CPW, microstrip lines, or striplines, for heating fluid in the microchannel environment.
Finally, we believe that the microwave dielectric heating approach will be of particular use in rapid thermocycling applications and will lead to new applications exploiting heating in a microfluidic environment. Current studies in our laboratory are addressing the use of such heaters for single-use, disposable and integrated microfluidic systems.
